Foundation for African Cultural Heritage (FACH)

in Collaboration with Priests for Life USA

Presents

STABLE, STRONG & HAPPY FAMILIES
THE KEY TO HEALTHY AND SUCCESSFUL NATION BUILDING

SPEAKERS & TOPICS TO BE ADDRESSED

- MRS MICHELE VELASCO - The Results of Culture of Death
- MR BOB LALONDE - Ending Abortion
- PROFESSOR PAT UTOMI - The Myth about Population Explosion and Control
- MRS JOAN OKE - Marriage and Bringing Up Ones Children
- DR ZITA OBI - Marriage and Bringing Up Ones Children
- ENGR. JERRY OKWUOSA - Building in Culture of Life in Women's Health (Creeghan method)
- SENATOR OSITA IZUNASO - Nigeria's Core Family Values
- DR WANDE ALLI-BALOGUN - Building in Culture of Life in Women's Health (Creeghan method)
- DR OBI IDEH - Women Empowerment and CEDAW
- MRS REGINA BAZUAYE - Work and Family Life Balance
- MS THERESA OKAFOR - A Blue-print for Strong and Happy Marriages
- HAJI AISHATU UMAR - Islam and Respect for Life
- ABDULLAHI IDRIS - Promoting Family Values in the Media
- MS VERONICA NAKYEWE - Cry No More - Post Abortion Healing

LAGOS EVENT
- Sunday 24th January 2010
  Lagos Resource Centre
  9 Anifowose Street Victoria Island Lagos
  Time: 2pm - 5pm
- Monday 25th January 2010
  St. Annes, Maryland
  Time: 1pm - 3pm
- Divine Mercy, Admiralty
  Road Lekki Phase 1 Lagos.
  Time: 7pm - 9pm

ENUGU EVENT
- 27th January 2010
  Zodiac Hotel, Enugu
  Time: 12pm - 4pm

ONITSHA EVENT
- Thursday 28th January 2010
  Bigard Seminary, Enugu
  Time: 10pm - 12pm
- Fr. Tansi Seminary
  Onitsha
  Time: 2pm - 5pm

ABUJA EVENT
- Friday 29th January 2010
  Musa Yar Adua Centre Abuja
  Time: 10am - 1pm
- Our Lady Queen of Nigeria
  Pro-Cathedral Abuja
  Time: 3pm - 6pm

Organizations:

Priests for Life USA
LAGOS RESOURCE CENTRE
FOUNDATION FOR AFRICAN CULTURAL HERITAGE
LIFE LEAGUE NIGERIA
PROJECT FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
DOCTOR HEALTH INITIATIVE
INSTITUTE FOR WOMEN'S FAMILY INTEGRATION
HAPPY HOME FOUNDATION